Trial talented
graduates in
your organisation

Your recruitment partner
for graduate employment

1. About
Unitemps

Unitemps at City, University of London is your local, university owned
recruitment agency, which specialises in sourcing quality candidates for
job vacancies in Central London.
Part of a global network, we provide the complete recruitment service
for temporary and permanent positions, alongside our new initiative,
the Unitemps Graduate Internship.

The Unitemps Graduate
Internship

2. Enhanced
student
experience

This internship has been developed to provide employers with an
uncomplicated and accessible opportunity to trial a graduate in
their organisation. The complete service includes:
• Job advertising, monitoring applications and shortlisting
• Interviews arranged at a time convenient for you
• Payroll, invoicing and timesheets managed by Unitemps
(timesheets are signed oﬀ by managers)
• Tailored online systems for managing candidate records and
timesheets
• In-house compliance team ensuring legislative compliance is
maintained
• Opportunity to hire the graduate at the end of the trial at a
competitive rate

Five reasons to
try the scheme

3. Save
money

Your hassle free opportunity to try out a graduate, with
Unitemps managing the search and selection process, payroll,
invoicing and timesheets
• In 2016 approximately 85% of graduates were hired on a
permanent basis, after participating in the scheme when it was
piloted by Unitemps Staﬀordshire
• Trial a graduate for a 12-week period and ﬁnd out if they’re a good
ﬁt for your organisation. You decide if you would like to oﬀer them
a permanent role at the end of the internship
• It’s cost eﬀective - make a saving by trialling a graduate in your
organisation at a reduced rate on the Unitemps Graduate
Internship
• Unitemps is a university owned organisation with 20 years’
experience in the sector
• Our consultants apply an ethical, quality and community centric
approach to your recruitment

Using Unitemps provided a really easy method of
“Unitemps have placed many employees
with us over the last couple of years, a
good number of which have gone on to
become permanent members of staﬀ. I
like the fact that no matter what
requirements I have (normally language
speciﬁcations), they get good quality
candidates in front of me within short
timescales”
James Sheppard
UniQuest

To speak to the team about your graduate
recruitment needs, please contact us:
Unitemps, City University of London
E123 Drysdale Building,
10 Northampton Square,
London,
EC1V 0HB
Recruitment Booking Form
Tel: 0207 040 8026
Email: unitemps@city.ac.uk

